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ABSTRACT

In every interaction, people usually choose different codes in different situation. In bilingualism, the phenomenon of code-switching is something usual that occurs in conversation. Code-switching occurs when conversants use two languages together to the extent that they change from one language to other in the course of a single utterance. By using qualitative method, this study was aimed to analyze the types of code-switching used by Sule as the presenter of Ini Talk Show program on Net TV. The writer also wants to know the reasons for doing code-switching. The writer analyzed three episodes available to be downloaded on YouTube. From the three episodes, the writer found that Sule used the types of code-switching based on the distinction which cause people doing code-switching: the situational and the metaphorical code-switching. There are also two kinds of code-switching based on the sentence order: Intra-sentential and inter-sentential code-switching. Intrasentential code-switching is switch within a single sentence. The reason of Sule does code-switching happen such as ethnic identity marker, express solidarity, express social status, add emphasis, and express feeling.
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